The RESOLUTIONARY Battle Plan

GOAL Pass PRA resolutions in as many states as possible in 2019 to drive support for the Parental Rights Amendment.

RESOURCES

- Past success in six states can fuel new victories there, too
- Key state leaders in roughly a dozen more states
- Volunteers and supporters in every state
- Our allies have additional connections and possible leaders

NEEDS

- Grassroots contacts and champions
- Legislative champions, lead sponsors
- New full-time Grassroots coordinator to organize and fuel these efforts
- Resolutions should be pre-filed (Oct.-Dec.) or filed early in 2019 legislative session (which begins Jan. 2019), depending on the state
- Hearings and attendant rallies for parental rights
- Parental Rights Amendment introduced early in Congress (January 2019)

BENEFITS

- Achievable victories for parental rights
  - Every introduction is a victory
  - Getting a hearing is a bigger victory
  - Passing a resolution is the biggest victory
- Build out our grassroots network in the states
- Generate buzz – media buzz and grassroots buzz
- Revitalize existing partners and allies
- Build momentum in the states which can transfer to Congress

Be a Resolutionary!

- Achieve bipartisan support in the states, which leads to...
- Apply pressure to congressmen to cosponsor the PRA, which leads to...
- Ultimately achieve bipartisan support in Congress
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